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The Paxos algorithm implements the voting algorithm.

Remember that the voting algorithm is based on two rules:

1. Don’t allow different acceptors to vote for different values
in the same ballot.

2. Allow an acceptor to vote for value v in ballot b only if
v is safe at b .
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1. Don’t allow different acceptors to vote for different values
in the same ballot.

2. Allow an acceptor to vote for value v in ballot b only if
v is safe at b .

The leader begins the ballot by asking acceptors
about votes they have already cast.

If it receives responses from a quorum of acceptors, it will
be able to choose a safe value and tell them to vote for it.

Let’s look at the spec.
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The module begins just like module Voting .
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This defines None to be some value that is
not an element of the set Ballot .

We don’t know (or care) what value.

This is a mathematical expression, so evaluating it for the
same value of Ballot always yields the same result.

And Ballot is a constant, so its value doesn’t change,
and therefore, neither does the value of None .
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The leaders and acceptors will communicate with messages.

Message is defined to be the set of all messages that can
ever be sent.

A message is represented by a record.
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Records

A record is similar to a struct in C, or an object in an OO language,
with fields but no concept of methods.

It is defined mathematically to be a function
whose domain is a finite set of strings.

For example this record

[ type 7→ “2a”, bal 7→ 42, val 7→
√

7 ]

is the function
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R.bal in the set Ballot

R.val in the set Value
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Implements variable maxBal of the Voting spec.

maxBal [a] is the number of the highest-numbered ballot
in which acceptor a has participated.

Or −1 if a hasn’t participated in any ballots.
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maxVal [a] is the value a voted for in ballot maxVBal [a] .

Or None if a has never voted.
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A message is sent by adding it to msgs .

Messages are never removed from msgs .

This is the simplest, most abstract way I know to describe
message passing.

It can be used to model the Paxos algorithm because:

– Paxos allows messages to be received in any order.

– Since we’re not specifying liveness, there’s no need
to explicitly describe message loss.
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if you think mathematically.

It doesn’t occur to most people because they think in terms of
programming languages, not math.
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maxBal is a function from acceptors to ballot numbers or −1.

maxVBal is a function from acceptors to ballot numbers or −1.

maxVal is a function from acceptors to values or None.

msgs is a subset of the set of all possible messages.
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The ballot b leader sends a message asking acceptors
to participate in that ballot.
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Sends a type 1a message containing the ballot number.
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Leaves all variables except msgs unchanged.
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If acceptor a has not agreed to participate in a ballot
numbered ≥ b , then it agrees and sends the leader
maxBal [a] , maxVBal [a] , and maxVal [a] .
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And it leaves the other variables unchanged.
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If the ballot b leader receives those (1b) messages from a
quorum, it chooses a value v safe at b and sends a
message asking acceptors to vote for v in ballot b .
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No 2a message for ballot b has already been sent.
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Locally defines Q1b .
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The set of ballot b type 1b messages
sent by acceptors in Q .
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The set of messages in Q1b sent
by acceptors who reported already
voting in some ballot.
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There is a message in Q1b from every
acceptor in Q .
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Either no acceptor in Q reported
that it had voted,
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or the message in Q1bv reporting a
vote in the highest-numbered ballot
reports a vote for v .
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This condition implies that v is safe at b
because this condition implies ShowsSafeAt(Q , b, v) .
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This implies ShowsSafeAt(Q , b, v) where these are
defined in terms of messages that have been sent.
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For every a in Q , maxBal [a] = b was true
right after it sent its message.
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And maxBal [a] never decreases.
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When an acceptor a ∈ Q sent its 1b message mm for ballot b ,
it hadn’t voted in any ballot d with mm.mbal < d < b .

And because it set mBal [a] to b, it still hasn’t voted in those ballots.
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Case 1: No acceptor in Q has voted.
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Let c equal −1.
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Let c equal −1. This is vacuously true.
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No acceptor a in Q had voted when it sent its message.
And mBal [a] then equaled b, so it couldn’t later have
voted in any ballot < b .
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Case 2: Choose such a message m .
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This is an explanation, not a proof.

There are more rigorous proofs of incorrect algorithms.
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Sends the 2a message to (all) the acceptors.
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Leaves all variables except msgs unchanged.
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Upon receipt of a 2a message m for ballot m.bal ,
If acceptor a has not agreed to participate in a ballot
numbered > b , then it votes for v in ballot b .

It does this by sending a message.
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The Paxos Consensus Algorithm
Implements

The Voting Algorithm
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The parameters of the Voting spec are:

CONSTANTS Value Acceptor Quorum

VARIABLES maxBal votes

They are implemented in the Paxos spec by:

CONSTANTS Value Acceptor Quorum

VARIABLE maxBal a defined expression votes
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A function with domain the set of acceptors.
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The set of votes cast by acceptor a .

A function with domain the set of acceptors.
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The set of 2b messages
sent by a .
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The set of 2b messages
sent by a .
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V
∆
= INSTANCE Voting
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V
∆
= INSTANCE Voting

WITH Value ← Value, Acceptor ← Acceptor , Quorum ← Quorum,

maxBal ← maxBal , votes ← votes

Remember that these substitutions are implied.
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= INSTANCE Voting

THEOREM Spec ⇒ V !Spec

The model checker can check this theorem.
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I won’t discuss how the Paxos consensus algorithm
is used to build fault-tolerant systems.

See Paxos Made Simple.
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What if you don’t win a Turing award?
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Will learning to think mathematically be a waste of time?

Will it improve your coding?

So why bother?

Coding should be the easiest, least important part of
programming.

If you’re having trouble writing a piece of code, you’re doing
something wrong.
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ESA Spacecraft that explored a comet.

Several of its instruments were controlled by
the Virtuoso real-time operating system.
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The next version of Virtuoso.

Its high-level design is described in TLA+ .

Here’s an email from Eric Verhulst,
the head of the development team.

The [TLA+] abstraction helped a lot in coming to a much
cleaner architecture (we witnessed first-hand the brainwashing
done by years of C programming). One of the results was that
the code size is about 10× less than in [Virtuoso].
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cleaner architecture (we witnessed first-hand the brainwashing
done by years of C programming). One of the results was that
the code size is about 10× less than in [Virtuoso].

You don’t produce 10× less code by better coding.

You do it with a cleaner architecture, which comes from
mathematical thinking.

It doesn’t come from thinking in a programming language.
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They build Amazon’s
cloud infrastructure.
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The formal method y
they use is TLA+.
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What Chris Newcombe, senior engineer at Oracle, wrote.

TLA+
Mathematical thinking

is the most valuable thing that I’ve learned in my
professional career.

It has changed how I work

It has changed how I think
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to precise statements much earlier in the software
development process.
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